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Parabolic systems of partial differential equations are developed and applica- 
tions are discussed. The systems are quasilinear in divergence form with 
high-order coefficient matrices which are neither symmetric nor sparse. 
Weak existence, uniqueness, and stability are established for an appropriate 
initial-boundary value problem. 
PHYSICAL MOTIVATION 
Source-free laminar isothermal flow of several immiscible compressible 
fluid chemical species in a horizontal linear porous medium can be described 
by the differential system 
au/at = (a/ax) [q, 2, q (aqax)] (O-1) 
and the auxiliary relation 
U = G(x, t, P), (0.2) 
where U and P are vectors with dimension equal to the number of distinct 
chemical species and His a diagonal matrix. We remark that each component 
of U represents a mass of respective chemical species per unit volume of 
porous material while each component of P is a fluid pressure. Detailed 
discussion of (O.l), (0.2), and their generalizations will be deferred to Section 7. 
However, we note here that (0.2) is assumed to represent a differentiable 
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invertible map for each fixed choice of (x, t) so that P could have been 
expressed in terms of x, t, and U except that tradition in petroleum and 
chemical engineering seems to dictate the form given above. 
It is mathematically desirable that (0.1) should be written either in terms 
of P alone or in terms of U alone for the purposes of analysis. We prepare to 
choose the latter form as we write 
au/ax =PW),,, + (WWz,, (WW, (0.3) 
using notation analogous to that standard in thermodynamics [2] where we 
remark that the coefficient of aP/ax represents the Frechet differential (at 
constant x and t) of the map defined by (0.2). Equation (0.1) becomes 
(0.4) 
where we observe that H illustrates an abuse of notation frequently found 
in scientific works in that it is now a function of x, t, and U requiring an 
inversion of (0.2) followed by an evaluation of the original H in (0.1). 
Similarly, the derivatives of G are to be expressed in terms of x, t, and U. 
Nevertheless, (0.4) suggests the equation 
(au/at) = (a/ax) [C(X, t, u) (au/ax) + B(x, t, u)] + F(x, t, u) (0.5) 
with F added as a source term. If several space variables are considered, 
then the generalization of C will involve four indices rather than only two. 
The latter case will be analysed below with detailed physical motivation 
deferred to Section 7. 
We shall establish weak existence, uniqueness, and stability for an ap- 
propriate initial-boundary value problem for a generalization of (0.5) to the 
case of several space variables. The proofs are based on methods reported by 
Ladyzenskaja, Solonnikov, and Uralceva [ Ill. 
1. MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM 
We shall consider an initial-boundary value problem for the differential 
system 
au+, t) 
at 
= p.& 1 tlil CjT rx, t, U(x* 91 ayjt t, 
+ B,l[x, t, U(x, t)] 
! 
+ Fi[.r, t, U(x, t)l, (1.1) 
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where x = (x1, x2 ,..., x,J lies in a bounded domain f2 C En , 0 < t < T, 
and a solution U = (Ul, Ue,..., Uk) maps Qr z &! x (0, T) into Ek subject 
to the initial condition 
uyx, 0) = Uoyx), XESZ. (14 
The boundary S of LJ and its inner-directed unit normal v = (vi , v2 ,..., v,J 
are assumed as smooth as may be needed, and (1.1) is considered subject 
to the boundary conditions 
f j i i q;” [x, t, U(x, t)] au;f’ 0 + B,l[x, t, U(x, t)]i 
l-1 j=lrn=l nz 
x v&G t) = g&G f), (1.3) 
where g = (8, , g2 ,..., gk) is a given map of S, = S x [0, T] into Ek . 
Formulations will be abbreviated through the combined use of summation 
convention on repeated indices, zi for &/at, u,, for au/ax, and suppression 
of arguments. Thus, the differential system (1 .l) becomes 
rii = (Ci”j”Ufm + B& + Fi , QT, (l-4) 
and the boundary system (1.3) becomes 
(C:yUf,n + Bi’) v1 = gi , ST. (1.5) 
The Euclidean norm of appropriate dimension will be denoted by / . I. 
Thus, j x I2 = xl2 + x22 + ... + xn2 while 1 U I2 = ( U1)2 + ... + ( Uk)2. 
Summation convention allows these norms to be written as 1 x j2 = (x,,J2 = 
x2=x2 and 1 U I2 = (Ui)$ = U2, 
let LS,r(mQT) 
respectively. If q > 1 and r 3 1, 
be the Banach space of measurable functions from QT to Ek with 
finite norm 
where 
II u Lo2 = 1’ II U(*, %2 4 (1.6) 
0 
II UC-, t>ll”,.n = s I U(x, 41” dx (1.7) sa 
shows Ij U(., t)l/Q,n as the L,(S) norm of the Ek norm of U(*, t) for each 
t E [0, T]. If q = Y = 2, (-, -)2,Q will denote the natural inner product 
induced by (1.6), and we let Wi*‘(&) be the Hilbert space implied by 
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while Wi*‘(Qr) is the Hilbert space implied by 
(U VW,‘.‘(QT) = (U vv),~.o,*,,+ a %cy - (1.9) 
Finally, Vs(QT) is the Banach space consisting of elements of Wi*‘(Qr) 
having a finite norm 
where 
(1.10) 
II ucc Ili*QT = (U,?n 9 Um),,, * (1.11) 
In general, our notation consists of rather natural generalizations of that 
of Ladyzenskaja, Solonnikov, and Uralceva [ll]. For example, Vtv”(Qr-) is 
the completion of W.$l(Qr) in the norm of Vs(Qr). 
The solution of (1.4) will be developed and considered in a weak sense. 
If V E lJ~‘i*~(Qr) and V(‘(x, T) 3 0, multiply (1.4) by V (sum by convention) 
and obtain 
s 
Vi@dxdt = 
QT 
s QT 
Vi[(CjyWm + B,“),l + FJ dx dt 
zzz--- Vfl(C;yW,~m + B,l) dx dt 
- Vigi dS dt + 
s 
ViFi dx dt, (1.12) 
QT 
where (1.5) h as b een applied as a boundary condition. On the other hand, 
s Vi@&& = -I VoiUoi dx - I pUi dx dt. (1.13) QT 0 QT 
Thus, (1.12) and (1.13) yield the formal equation 
s 
[Vf,(C,l,mUfm + B,‘) - 3”U”] dx dt 
QT 
= V,W,i dx + 
s 
ViFi dx dt - Vigi dS dt (1.14) 
QT 
s ST 
as a motivation for a definition of weak solutions of (1.1) through (1.3). 
DEFINITION 1.1. We shall say that U E V2(QT) is a weak solution of (1.1) 
through (1.3) if (1.14) is valid whenever V E Wi*l(Qr) and V(x, T) = 0. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Certain auxiliary results will be needed as we proceed. If (x, t) E Q and 
U(x, t) E Eric , a linear mapping is defined in Ekn by {Cjp}. It has a matrix 
representation with rows obtained by m = 1,2 ,..., 71 and j = 1,2 ,..., k for 
each fixed pair (Z, i) of indices. It is important to note that the resulting 
matrix is often not symmetric. 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. Cl7 E C(& x Ek) such that 
(2.1) 
where h and TV are positive constants. Moreover, M, is a positive constant such that 
P-2) 
Also, gi E C(S,), and M, is a constant such that 
lgl GM,. 
Finally, Fi E C(pr x Ek) and Bit E C(& x Ek) such that 
IFI <MF+& I UI, UEJ%, 
and 
lBI<M,+&,IW UEJ%, 
for certain constants MF , KF , MB , and KB . 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. If F and B are evaluated 
at (x, t, U) E Qr x Ek while g is evaluated at (x, t) E ST , then 
2 I W% I < •-~M,* + (6 + &) I u,“d I + Kp I U la, W-3 
2 ) W*g, [ < e-lMg2 + c / W j2, (2.7) 
and 
2 I WfzBi” I < E-~(M,~ + K, I U I”) + ~(1 + &)I W, I2 (2.8) 
where E is an arbitrary positive number and 1 W, Ia = (wfl)“. 
Proof. Use Schwarz and (2.4) to write 
~l~‘F,I~~l~II~I~~l~I(~,+~,I~I), (2.9) 
and (2.6) follows from two applications of the well-known inequality 
2/abl <8a2+,b2; a, b E E, E > 0. (2.10) 
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Similarly, (2.7) follows from (2.3). Finally, (2.5) implies 
2 I W;,Biz I < 2 I W, I I B I < 2 I W, IW, + KB I u I), (2.11) 
two applications of (2.10) produce (2.8) and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Ui E Vz(Qr) for i = 1,2 ,..., k. Then, there is a constant 
c such that 
II u,L[;lzst G c I u lot. 
Proof. Choose Y and p via [ll, p. 781. Let R = r/2, Q 
l/R + l/R’ = 1, l/Q + l/Q’ = 1, and u E V2(QT). Then, 
II fd K.s, = s s, u2 dS dt G II 1 IIo,.R,.s, II ~2 IIo,R.s, 
= 1 S IliO’tllR’ [[ (jsu2Q dS)R” dt]l’R 
= I s ll’o’tl’R’ II u ll:.T,,q < c2 I 24 I& 
follows from [l 1, p. 781. W e remark that (1.10) suggests that 
I U I& = /I U, Ilh, + es;E;;g II UC., ~XL 
(2.12) 
= q/2, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
in our case. Since (2.13) applies to each U{, summation produces (2.12), 
and the proof is complete. 
Mathematical convenience in proofs will require some additional informa- 
tion with respect to our coefficients. 
ASSUMPTION 2.2. Suppose Assumption 2.1 is satisjied, and there exist 
constants Kl , K, , K, such that 
I~~(V)--F,(WI”<K, lZ12, 
I B,“(V) - &“W)12 < K2 I Z 12, 
and 
1 C;?(V) - C:y(W)l” < K3 I 2 I2 
for each V and W in V2(QT) with Z = V - W. 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
Although the relations in Assumption 2.2 imply some of those in 
Assumption 2.1, our separation of the two assumptions will prove useful in 
exposition in Section 7. We shall see (Section 7) that rather reasonable 
physical assumptions lead to applications with coefficients in (1.1) which 
satisfy Assumption 2.1 while bounded differentiability assumptions would 
suffice for Assumption 2.2. 
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3. GALBRKIN PROCESS 
We shall use a Galerkin method [6] to obtain weak existence for (1 .l) 
through (1.3). 
Let {va : 01 = 1,2,...) C Wsr(sZ) be a complete orthonormal basis for 
L,(Q). Although (v~} is an infinite set, we consider only finite sums (a = 1, 
2 ,*a., r) for the present in 
Wi E w,W, (3.1) 
where {w,i: 1 < i < k, 1 < 01 < y} C Cr[O, T] is to be determined. Clearly, 
we have 
s 
vamidx = 
I 
vati&B dx = ti i II2 (3.2) R 51 
while (1.4) and (1.5) suggest 
s n v~[(C~~~~ + Bi’),, + FJ dx 
+L v”F, dx : {U = W), (3.3) 
where we adopt the convention that (U z w> means that W always replaces 
U in B, C, and F until a further appearance of (U = *} occurs. 
Since we have 
s v” ClmW~ dx = .1 93 .m v” Clmw W dx l-2 .1 0 B ,m 
= (1 v” Cl?W .1 23 .m dx w j P 1 B’ (3.4) 
Eq. (1.4) suggests the quasilinear ordinary differential system 
+ j+n vaFi dx (3.5) 
while (1.2) suggests the initial condition 
w:(O) = s, t.N.J,i dx. (3.6) 
We prepare for proof of existence for (1.1) through (1.3) by a study of the 
quasi-linear system in (3.5) and (3.6). 
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Let T > 0 so that T/r is an integer. Suppose wUi(t - T) is defined and set 
A;; E 
I 
wy2p~m dx: {U(x, t) 52 W(x, t - T)}. (3.7) R 
Also, let 
f- = s, v”Fi dx - s, VI;B,’ dx - s, vgi dS, (3-g) 
and consider the linear ordinary differential system 
ti; = f; - A;;w6i (3.9) 
on (NT, NT + T] for integral N assuming w is continuous on [NT - T, NT]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Adopt Assumption 2.1, let w(0) satisfy (3.6), and let w(t) = 
w(0) on E-T, 01. If T/T is su.ciently large, and A is evaluated asgiven in (3.7); 
then (3.9) has a unique solution on [0, T]. 
Proof. Assume that w is continuous on [NT - T, NT] for integral N 
and observe that a solution of (3.9) on [NT, NT + T] would be implied by 
a solution of 
wmi(t) = wEi + Ji7fiN(‘7) 4 - /:,A$ (7) %‘(‘I) dT* (3.10) 
Let z,$ E C[NT, NT + T] and consider the mapping defined by 
wt(t) = d(Nd + j;,f:(?) 4 - 5,:7&; (rl) ~~(4 6. (3.11) 
Let dx represent the difference between two choices of x in (3.11) and write 
the corresponding Aw as 
Aw;(t) = - I;7 A$ (q) Azsj(v) d7. 
Differentiate and use (3.7) to obtain 
Aw,i Ati; = - 
s 
Aw;v;~C~~ Az&&, dx 
n 
zz - j- AWi C@AZi dx. ,t r5 .m Ja 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Integrate and use (2.2) to obtain 
(3.14) 
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Observe that (C negates implied sums) 
1 AW, I2 FE 1 AWf, I2 = 1 Awa”wyl I2 
< 1 [c (Aw3 1 w1)8] = I &J I2 I .Q:z 12, 
i,l OL OL 
and we have 
(3.15) 
II AWd.9 M.a < KY I &%?)I2 = KY I Wr1)12> (3.16) 
where Kr, depends on {v>, y and / Q I. Thus, if II . \lrn is written for the 
uniform norm on [NT, NT + ~1, (3.14) implies that 
I Mt)12 < 2KKv j-i7 I Wdl I 44dldT 
< =fcK,7 II Aw IL II AZ Ilm , (3.17) 
II Aw llm < 2KKv7 II AZ l/m , (3.18) 
(3.11) defines a contraction mapping in (c[&, NT + ~1)“’ if 7 is sufficiently 
small, and (3.10) has a unique solution for t E [NT, NT + T]. Finally, let 
N = 0, induct on the above results, and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2. Adopt Assumption 2.1, and let y be a j?xed positiwe integer 
(a = 1,2,..., y). Then the quasi-linear system (3.5) has a solution in V2(QT) 
satisfying the initial condition (3.6). 
Proof. We shall apply Ascoli-Arzela to the results of Lemma 3.1. 
Multiply (3.9) by 2wai and integrate to obtain 
2st 
wait&i dt = [wmi(t)12 - [w,~(O)]~ 
0 
= II we, tK?. - II WC.7 O>lL 
= 2 Lt w;f; dt - 2 Iot w,iA$ we’ dt 
= 2 lot w,“w”F% dx dt + 2 j w;wTIB,’ dx dt 
a 
- 2 s,, w,iwagi dS dt - 2 s wllfw;&“v~,,,w~ dx dt 
Qt 
= 2 j- W’F, dx dt + 2 j- WflBi’ dx dt 
Qt Ot 
- 2 j- W& dS dt - 2 1 W”lCjyW.‘nt dx dt. (3.19) 
St Ot 
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Since F, B, and C are evaluated at [x, t, W(x, t - T)] in (3.19), it is con- 
venient to write l%‘((x, t) for W(X, t - T) below. Use (2.1) and Lemma 2.1 
to estimate 
II W(*, t,K.n 2 2 - II W(*, w2.s, + 2x II WCC llZ,B, 
< E-l I Qt I M: + (c + &I Wllko, + &II @II&, + e-l I St I J&v2 
+ 41 + K?)II wz Ili.0, + E-l&3 II Jw,o, 
+ l -l I St I w2 + E II Wll22.s, > (3.20) 
and constants Kr , K, , and Ks exist (independent of T) so that Lemma 2.2 
leads to 
Let 
< K,t + Kz II Wl1i.0, + &II ~ll~.c~, + 6~’ I wli,. (3.21) 
(3.22) 
and observe that 
II m& = s,’ II Wt.7 dllk 4 G s,’ 4) dt. 
Now, since 
II WIL, = j” II Wt., t - 4li.5, dt < j” w(t) & 
0 0 
we can use (3.21) to estimate 
4) - 40) + PA - 41 + KB) - ~~~111 W, Ilko, 
< K,t + (K2 + Kz) j” 4) dt + l c24t), 
0 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
and w is bounded by Gronwall’s inequality if E is sufficiently small that 
2A > (1 + KB + c2)c and 1 > 63. (3.26) 
Thus, w is bounded (independent of T) since 
[%+)I2 = II wt.9 qi,n < 4). (3.27) 
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Now, use (2.2) in (3.7) to observe that 
Thus, (3.9) shows that ) tiEi 1 is bounded (independent of r, but not in- 
dependent of the upper limit y on 01), some null sequence of values of T 
produces a uniformly convergent sequence of functions, the limit function 
is a solution of (3.5) subject to the initial condition (3.6), (3.25) can be solved 
for II W, llZ.o, to show this solution lies in V&IT), and the proof is complete. 
4. EXISTENCE 
We shall use the Galerkin process in Lemma 3.2 to establish weak existence 
for (1.1) through (1.3). 
THEOREM 4.1. Adopt Assumption 2.2. Then there is a weak solution 
U E VS(QT) satisfring Dejnition 1.1. 
Proof. The development of (3.25) applied to our solution of (3.5) leads to 
(1 - cc”> w(t) + [2X - 41 + &f) - 4ll w, ll&?t 
< 4) + W + (4 + G) j-” 4 4 
0 
(4.1) 
and we observe that (3.22) and (3.6) show that 
(4.2) 
is bounded (independent of the upper limit y on a-sums) as a consequence 
of Bessel’s inequality for the complete orthonormal {ZF: 01 = 1, 2,...}. Thus, 
if E is sufficiently small that (3.26) applies, then 
w(t) < (1 - +1 [w(O) + &t + (K, + JQ Lt 4) dt] (4.3) 
shows that w is bounded (independent of y) by Gronwall’s inequality [IO, 
p. 191. Then, if (4.1) is solved for II W, ll~,ot , it is seen to be bounded arid 
(I W lo,) is bounded (independent of y). Regard 01 as fixed and let 
z(x) = W”(X) (4.4) 
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as a notational convenience to emphasize the absence of summations on a 
when we use (3.5) to write 
I d(t) - d(s)l < 1 jy Jl1 z,1C~~W:,dxdt/+)S:Snz,,Bi”dxdtI 
+ / j-St Is zgi dS dt / 
+Ifj- zF,dxdtl, t>s:(lJ- W). (4.5) s R 
Use (2.2) to obtain 
II I 
t 
z&yW;,, dx dt < I ss t [.zT’~( C:jmW$J2]1’2 dx dt s s) Y a 
ss 
t 
,< Me I zcc I I Wm I dx dt 
8 R 
G Mc(t - ~1~‘~ II x, ll2.n II W, 112.~~. (4.6) 
Similarly, use (2.3) through (2.5), respectively, to estimate 
IS s 
t 
zgidSdt < I ss t I~I~,~~~~~(~--)~,I~l”2/l~l12.s; (4.7) s s s s 
IS I
t 
zFi dx dt < I ss st ba14W~+&I Wdxdt < [(t-4MFlQP2 s n 
+ (t - w KF II WI/,, oJl z Il2,sa ; (4.8) 
and 
ll I 
t 
z,~B~~ dx dt < I IS st Rl z.1 NMB + KB 1 WOdxdt s a 
< [(t - s) MB 1 Q Ill2 
+ (t - P KB II wl,*uJl .a;, l12.R * (4.9) 
Thus, if (t - s) is sufficiently small, there is a constant K, , independent of i 
and y for fixed (Y, such that 
[ w,“(t) - w:(s)1 < K,(t - s)li2, (4.10) 
and Ascoli-Arzela shows that an unbounded sequence of values of y can be 
chosen by the usual diagonalization process so that each wai converges 
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uniformly to a continuous limit u,” as y proceeds through the sequence. 
Next, since 
is bounded independent of y, it follows that 
Thus, we define tY eLa(Qr) by the infinite sum 
ui G u $a LT > 
and we have 
II W.S. G T+Y. 
It also follows from (3.22) and (4.3) that 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
for all y 3 J and t in [0, T] with M independent of y and t. With J fixed 
and letting y tend to 03 yields 
(4.16) 
for each t in [O, T]. Thus (4.16) implies 
(4.17) 
Furthermore, W is weakly convergent to U in L,(Q) and uniformly with 
respect to t in [0, T]. To show this let ‘u be any function from L,(Q) and 
putZ= U- Wtoget 
PC*, t), v) = i (K w”)(z(*, t), @> + (z(*, 4, f (K w)“) ~9, (4.18) 
a=1 tx=3+1 
where (*, *) denotes the scalar product on L,(Q). The last term admits the 
estimate 
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We choose s so large that the term on the right-hand side is less than a 
preassigned E > 0. On the other hand, for fixed s, the first sum in (4.18) 
will be less than E for all t in [0, T] and y sufficiently large since wei has already 
been shown to converge to u,( uniformly on [0, T]. Thus it is shown that 
the sequence { W: y = 1, 2,...} converges to U weakly in L,(Q) and uniformly 
on [0, T]. 
Because of the boundedness of {I W lo, : y = 1,2,...} independent of y, 
one can select a subsequence from {W: y = 1,2,...} that converges to U 
weakly in Wi*‘(QT). Without loss of generality, we will assume that the whole 
sequence W converges to U in this way. 
We now show that W is strongly convergent o U in L2(QT). Let Z = U- W 
and choose E > 0. Since Z(., t) E L,(G) for all t in [0, T], Friedrich’s 
inequality [9, p. 2841 implies the existence of an integer M(E) > 0 and 
real-valued functions wi , wr ,..., w,+r(,) in L,(G) with Ij wj Ijz,ra = 1 such that 
M(e) 
II Z(*, t)lli,n < 4 Z(., t)lli,n + II Z,(., t)lli,id + c (Z(*, f), 4” (4.20) 
j=l 
for every y = 1,2,..., and for almost all t E [0, 7’1. Note that the wj and 
M(E) are independent of y and t. Integrating (4.20) over [0, T] we obtain 
II z II2 2.Qr d d z Il:.Qr + 11 zz Ili,QT] + Mg; s,; tz(‘, t>~ wj)2 dt* (4.21) 
Since Z converges to zero weakly in L,(Q) and uniformly on [0, T] there 
exists a positive integer N(E) such that y 3 N(E) implies 
2 LT (Z( , $4” dt < E. (4.22) 
The boundedness of Z in the norm of Wi*‘(Q=) (independent of 7) combined 
with (4.21) and (4.22) implies the strong convergence of Z to zero in L2(QT). 
We now verify that U satisfies (1.14). For this purpose we multiply each 
equation of (3.5) by a smooth function dai defined on [0, T] that is equal 
to zero for t = T, then sum over all 01 from 1 to N < y, and integrate the 
result with respect to t from 0 to T. After an integration by parts in the first 
term we obtain 
j- W’Bi dx dt + j- W,iV,i dx = j- V”zC;y( W) W;m dx dt 
QT R QT 
+ j- V”,B,‘( W) dx dt + / I& ds dt - j- Vi&(W) dx dt, (4.23) 
QT sT QT 
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where Vi(x, t) = Cf=, @(t) o*(x). In this equality one can pass to the limit 
with respect to y, assuming N fixed, and arrive at (4.23) for U instead of W. 
It suffices to show that each integral converges to zero as y approaches co in 
the expression 
jQT Vf,[C:y( U) - C;y( W)] U;,, dx dt + Jb, Vf,C:y( W)[U$ - W;,J dx dt 
+ j V”,[B,1( U) - B;(W)] dx dt - j I+!? - Wi] dx dt 
QT QT 
- 
s 
V,i[U,i - W;] dx - 
s 
V[Fi( U) - Fi( W)] dx dt. (4.24) 
R QT 
The first term in (4.24) may be estimated using Assumption 2.2 to get 
IS F’f,[C”,y( U) - C:y( W)] U;,, dx dt QT 
The last term converges to zero as y tends to co by the strong convergence 
of W. The terms in (4.24) involving Biz and Fi converge to zero by the use of 
Assumption 2.2 and the strong convergence of W in &(Qr). The integral 
containing U,i - W,,i approaches zero since W converges weakly to U in 
L,(Q) and uniformly on [0, T]. The remaining terms of (4.24) converge to 
zero by the weak convergence of Wand its derivatives in L2(QT). 
Thus we have pved that the function U satisfies identity (1.14) for all 
V of the form C.=r d,%(t) W(X) with the above-mentioned properties of d,i. 
But such V are dense in the space of all V required in Definition 1 .l [l 1, 
p. 891. To see that U satisfies (1.14) f or all V in Definition 1.1 we observe 
that the coefficients of Vi and its derivatives in the integrals over Qr in 
(1.14) are elements of L,(Q,) while the integral over !J has an L,(G) function 
as the coefficient of I’. In addition we may apply Lemma 2.2 and inequality 
(2.3) to obtain 
s 
IgiVIdsdt <cM,I VI%. (4.26) 
ST 
Since convergence in Wtl(QT) implies convergence in Vs(Qr), we may 
conclude that (1.14) is valid for all V in Definition 1 .I, i.e., U is a weak 
solution of (1.1) through (1.3). 
Our proofs of uniqueness and stability will require a regularity result. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Under Assumption 2.2, each weak solution of (1.1) through 
(1.3) beZoqs to ViBo(QT). 
Proof. The proof involves direct modification of known analysis [I 1, 
pp, 156-1591 and is therefore omitted. 
5. UNIQUENESS 
We shall show that if another solution of (1 .I) through (1.3) exists with 
a certain smoothness, then it is the same (a.e.) as the solution U in Vs(Qr) 
already obtained. 
We need a preliminary result that will be helpful in Section 6 as well as 
here. The proof is similar to [II, pp. 141-1431. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose Zi, Ai , MiL, Pi , Zoi are elements of V,‘*“(QT), 
L2(QT), L,(Q,), C(&), L&?), respectiwely, and satisfy the identity 
s 
Ziliidxdt = 
QT 
IQ, [A,Vi + MizV;t] dx dt + Is, P,V ‘+ j” Z,“Voi dx 
R 
(5.1) 
for ewery V in Wl*l(QT) with V(x, T) = 0. Then 
J” 1 Z(X, t)12 dx = -2 J” [AiZ” + Mi’Zf,] dx dt 
sa Qt 
-21 P,Z’drdt-1 jZ,I”dx (5.2) 
St R 
for almost all t E [0, T]. 
Proof. DefineQtit* = Sz x (t, t’) and let GE Wi*1(Q2_h:T) with G(x, t) = 0 
whenever t < 0 and t 3 T - h, h > 0. Define the following averagings in t: 
and 
(G*)“(x, t) 3 ; h, G”(x, T) d7 (5.3) 
(Zi)h(x, t) = (l/h) i’+*Zi(x, 7) dr, (5.4) 
where x E C2 and t E [0, T - h] in (5.4). 
Let Vi = (Gi)h in (5.1) and observe that 
s (&), Zi dx dt = s z;i(Zi), dx dt = - s (p)h Gi dx dt (5.5) 
QT QT-h QT--h 
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and 
J‘ [Ai(Gi)h + Mi”(Gi)I”,] dx dt QT 
= IQ, [L&(G~)~ + M:(Gfl)h] dx dt = so,, [(Ai)h Gi + (M& Gf,] dx dt. (5.6) 
Here we have used relation si A(t)(b)h(t) dt = j-:-h (A)*(t) b(t) dt valid for 
any square summable functions A, b on [--h, T], one of which vanishes on 
the intervals [--h, 0] and [T - h, T] [ll, p. 1411. 
The boundary term of (5.1) becomes 
I (Gi)h Pa dS dt 
sT 
= (l/k) j- j-’ [j”” Gi(x, T) dT + bo, Gi(x, T) dr] Pi(x, t) dt dS 
so 0 
= (l/h) s, js= [Gi(x, t) - Gi(x, t - h)] [l Pi(x, T) dr] dt dS 
Z-2 s Gi(Pi), dS dt. 
ST-A 
(5.7) 
Combining (5.5)-(5.7) with (5.1), we obtain 
/QTmA(l’), G” dx dt = - lo,-, [(A& Gi + (M:)h Gf,] dx dt 
- s Gi(P,)h dS dt - Z,iG: dx. (53) 
ST-h 
We now show that (5.8) is valid for any function H from Vi*“(Qt,) when 
tl < T - h. Thus given any H from V2°(Q-h;T) there is a sequence of 
functions H, from W~*‘(Q+.) that is strongly convergent to H for m --f co 
in the norm of V~*“(QZ_hzT). We denote by Jk the continuous piecewise-linear 
functions 
J&> = 0, for t < 0, 
= kt, for O<t<l/k, 
zz 1, for l/k < t < tI - (l/k), 
= k(t, - t), for t, - (l/k) < t < tl , 
= 0, for t > tl . 
5051201242 
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Identity (5.8) is established for H&x, t) = H,(x, t) Jk(t) when t, < T - h. 
Choose qa and r2 as [ll, p. 1681 to obtain (no summation) 
s % 1 Hi - H;, I I(Pi)h I dS dt < C’ ll(Pi)h /laz,~a,~,l I Hi - Hia, 14, 
< c 1 s 11’azt:‘r2 I/ Pi Ilm.stl IHi - f&i, lotI. 
(5.9) 
The last term tends to zero as m and K tend to co. It is easy to see that the 
integrals over Qt, and Q have a similar convergence in m and k, and thus we 
get the identity 
j (%t Hi dx dt = - j [(A& Hi + (AL!,‘)~ H”,] dx dt 
OfI Or, 
- j H”(P$), dS dt - j Z,iH,i dx (5.10) 
% R 
for any function H from V,‘*“(Qt,) when t, < T - h. 
From the inequality (no summation) 
Il(Zi)h(., t + 4 - coh(~~ MC2 
G (z/h21 j, ( [iTAt zi(x, 7) dT-j2 + [lt--/lt Zi(x, T) dT]‘) dx 
< 2 /I zi l122,co(~tl~)2> (5.11) 
it is clear that (Zi)h E Vi*“(Qt,) for h > 0. Thus, in (5.10) take Hi = (Zi), 
and represent the first term in the form 
jot (.Z&(Zi), dx dt = 4 jn [(Zi),(x, t)12 dx It=tl , 
t=o I 
(5.12) 
after which we let h tend to zero. Then from [l 1, p. 851 we have 
(Zi)h + zi inL(Qt,) 
and 
(V)h + vi inLdQt3 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
whenever Vi eL2(Qr). Thus (5.13) and (5.14) imply 
(Zi), -+ zi in ~dQtJ (5.15) 
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Also, for qs and ra as in [l 1, p. 1681, we have (with no summation) 
and the term on the right-hand side tends to zero as h tends to zero. Thus, 
by letting h tend to zero, we obtain (5.2) for almost all t E [0, T], and the 
proof is complete. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose Assumption 2.2 is satisfied and W is a weak 
solution of (1.1) through (1.3)for which 1 W, I2 E&,,,~J(Q~) and 
l/R’ + n/Q’ = n/2 + 1 (5.17) 
with 
Q’ E [n, ob], R’ E [I, CO], for n > 2, 
Q’E [I, co], R’E [I, co], for n = 2, and (5.18) 
8’ E [I, 001, R’ E [I, 21, for n=l. 
Then, any other weak solution U of (1 .l) through (1.3) must equal W a.e. on QT 
provided that R’ < CO. If R’ = CO and if 11 W, j120~,2R,,0T is su&iently small, 
then U = W a.e. on QT . 
Proof. Let Z = U - W. Then (1.14) implies 
I 
pZi dx dt = s 
Vf,[C;y( U) Zfm + AC$“W;3m + AB;] dx dt 
QT QT 
- I Vi AFi dx dt, (5.19) 
QT 
where AFi 3 Fi( U) - Fi( W) an similarly for AB,l and AC:? . We apply d 
Lemma 5.1 to (5.19) with Ai = -OF,, Miz = C:y(U)Z:m + AC’~~W~~ + 
ABiz, Pi E 2,: = 0 to obtain 
j 1 Z(x, t)12 dx + 2 j Z~zC;~( U) Z;,, dx dt 
R Qt 
= 2 j Zi AFi dx dt - 2 j Zfz AC’:yW:m dx dt - 2 j Zfz ABiz dx dt 
Ot Qt Qt 
(5.20) 
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for almost all t E [0, T]. Applying Assumption (2.2) and inequality (2.10) 
to (5.20) we obtain 
s 1 2(x, t)[2 ax + 2h s 1 z, 12 dx dt R Qt 
< 2 
I 
Qt 1 Zi AFi 1 dx dt 
+2j ~AC~~Z~lW~m~dxdt+2j IZf,A&‘ldxdt Qt Qt 
<2j ~ZiAFi/dxdt+(2.)-1jQ~IAC~“/Z~W,~2dxdt Qt 
+ 4~ j 1 Z, I2 dx dt + (2c)-l j 1 ABaz I2 dx dt Qt Qt 
< (2Kr + (29-l K,) j 1 Z I2 dx dt + 4 j I Z, I2 dx dt Qt Qt 
+ (2~)~ I& j 1 Z I2 1 W, I2 dx dt. (5.21) Qt 
Considering the last term we use [l 1, pp. 74-781 to obtain 
I 1 z 1 2! w, 1 2dx dt < 11 z ll;Q,2R.Qtll wz. ll;Q’.2R’,Qt Qt 
< co I/ WCC 11iQ’.2R’.Qt 1 z 1st 9 
where the last inequality follows from 
(5.22) 
< i 11 Zill:.r,Qt 
i=l 
< co ; 1 zi lb, = co I z I??,’ (5.23) 
i-1 
with 4 and Y satisfying l/y + n/(2q) = n/4 and (3.3) of [I 1, p. 741. Substituting 
result (5.22) into (5.21) implies 
j 1 Z(x, t)12 dx + 2(/\ - 24 j I Z, I2 dx dt 
R Qt 
< (2Kr + (26)-l K2) j / Z I2 dx dt Qt 
+ G3Y C&s I Z 6, II Wx I~~Q’,~R*,Q~ . (5.24) 
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If R’ < co we can divide the interval [0, T] into a finite number of intervals 
[t,, , ti], [ti , ts] ,..., [ts-i , ts] of such small length that 
II W% Ileeo’,2R’.o**l:,, G M2G&)-1 (5.25) 
for eachp = 0, l,..., s - 1, where A, = (l/2) min{l, A), to = 0, and t, = T. 
Furthermore, the intervals may be chosen so that (5.24) is valid when t = t, , 
p = l,..., s - 1 [ll, p. MO]. 
Letting E = h/4 in (5.24) and substituting (5.25) into (5.24) gives 
j 1 2(x, [)I2 dx + X j- 1 2, I2 dx dt ,< 2(K, + K,h-l) 1 1 2 I2 dx dt 
n Or: Ot 
+A,/ 
Of 
~Z.J2dxdt+h,esssup~ IZ(x,P)12dx 
OSBG 0 
for almost all 6 E [to , t], where t E [to , tr]. From this we obtain 
ess sup 1 I 2(x, &I” dx < 2(K, + &A-‘) s,, I Z I2 dx dt 
oe<t R 
+ Xl e;:;;p 1, I .W RI2 dx. 
Thus for almost all t E [to , ti], we have 
< 2(1 - A,)-l(K, + K2k1) Iot I Z I2 dx dt. 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
Now definefE C([t,, , t;J) by f(t) = $, 11 Z(*, t)&-, dt. Using (5.28) we get 
0 d f(t) = it II z(., t>lli.a dt d C, 1’ II 2 1li.0, dt = C, jo*f(f) dt (5.29) 
0 
for each t E [to , t;], where C, = 2(1 - X,)-l (Ki + K2k1). By Gronwall’s 
lemma [lo, p. 193, f(t) = 0 for all t E [to , tl], which yields 2 = 0 a.e. on 
Q x [to 9 41. 
Now suppose 2 = 0 a.e. on Q x [to , th], where 1 < h < s - 1. We 
shall show that 2 = 0 a.e. on 52 x [t o, th+& Using (5.21), (5.25), the induction 
hypothesis above, and an estimate similar to (5.24), we obtain 
+ 2(K, + K,h-l) 1 1.2’ I2 dx dt + A, ess sup 1 I .@$)I2 dx 
Ot,;t t&+a f2 
(5.30) 
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for almost all 6 E [th , t,+r]. Using the same procedure as that for h = 0, 
we get 
< Cl j 
Ot*;t 
/2j2dxdt = Cl/ IZj2dxdt (5.31) 
Ot 
for almost all t E [0, th+J. Thus we get 2 = 0 a.e. on Lr x [0, th+r]. Therefore 
we conclude that Z = 0 a.e. on Qr . 
For the case R’ = co and I] IV, 112Q,,2R,,Pr sufficiently small, we can choose 
an E,, and set E = E,, in (5.24) and obtain immediately 
j- I .@, 012 dx < (u(; + (2q,)-L &) 1 I Z I2 dx dt R Ot 
+ 6 e;;E”<“tp lo I Z(x, 5)12 dx, 
\ 
(5.32) 
where 6 E (2&l C,& ]I IV, l120,,2R,,or < 1, which yields 
f I Z(x, t)12 dx d (1 - 6)-l(2KI + (2q,)-l K,) s,, 1 Z I2 dx dt (5.33) 
LJ 
for almost all t E [0, 2’1. It follows that Z = 0 a.e. on Qr , and the proof is 
complete. 
6. STABILITY 
We shall show that a solution of (1.1) through (1.3) is stable in the norm 
of the space V,(Q,) with respect to variations of the auxiliary functions C, 
B, F, g, and U,, . A smoothness condition such as that in uniqueness is 
needed. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose U is a solution (1 .l) through (1.3) with I U, 1 E 
L 2Q,,2R,(QT) where R’ < co and Q’ and R’ satisfy (5.17) and (5.18). If 0 is 
a solution of (1.1) through (1.3) with auxiliary functions c, 8, p, g”, and o,, 
satisfying Assumption 2.2 with all constants the same as for C, B, F, g, and U, , 
then there exists a positive constant K, , depending only upon the constants of 
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, k, T, !S, and 1 U, I, such that 
I u - 0 loT < KdI U,, - ~oll2.a + I/g -211m.sT+ IIW) -~V-9112.0T 
+ II B(U) - &7)ll2,0, + II w> - w)llm,QJ (6-l) 
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Proof. For convenience we use the following abbreviations: Zi = Ui- @, 
Z,i E Uoi - U,i, dgi z gr - & , APd = Pi(U) - Pi< 0) (similarly for de:? 
and A&), and JF, = Fi( V) - Pi:< U) (similarly for JCjy and dB2). Using 
(1.14) and the corresponding form of (1.14) for 0, we take the difference 
between the two equations to obtain 
+ j 
sT 
Vi Ag, dS dt - s VtZoc dx 
R 
for each V E IViml(QT) with V(x, T) = 0. We apply Lemma 5.1 to (6.2). 
After rearrangement we have 
j- 1 Z(x, t)12 dx + 2 j- Zfzc;:( 0) Zf,, dx dt 
R Qt 
=-- 2 j Z”,[[dC:y + Af?;y] U$ + Aili’ + d@] dx dt 
Qt 
+2[Q~Zr[d&+aF,ldxdt+2/s~Z”AgidSdt+[n/Zo[2dx. (6.3) 
We now give estimates for some of the integrals in (6.3). Identity (2.10) 
and Assumption 2.2 imply 
2 j 1 Zfl A@Jfm 1 dx dt 
Qt 
where the last inequality follows as (5.21). Identity (2.10) and Schwarz imply 
2 so, 1 Z: iiC$Jfm I dx dt < E [I Z, ll;,o, + c-l /I i@‘U;, jl;.o, (6.5) 
with the summation in the last term taken to be &i,l,m II JC$lJf,, Ii&, . 
Likewise, we have 
(6.6) 
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From [ll, p. 1681 with r2 = 3 and the resulting value of q2 called a, we 
get (no summation) 
2 jst I Z” 4s I dS dt G 21-c II4 lla.w~..st I Zi lo, 
where Kr = K2 II dg /j~!&2.sr . From (6.8), it now follows that 
2 s,, I Z%i I dS dt < E I Z I;, + G-’ jot II &(a, t)ll% & (6.9) 
with C, = krk Estimates on the terms LI~~ , AC:?, and A&’ are similar to 
those of (5.20). 
Assumption 2.2 and estimates (6.4) through (6.9) applied to (6.3) give 
s I Z(x, t)12 dx + 2 II Z, Ilto, a 
G II zo ll~,n + w4 4 
+ [C + C&l~-1 II u, 11220~.~~~.05 ei:;zp II Z(*, ~>II&-J (6.10) 
for almost all t E [0, T], where K, = E + 2Kl + K2rm1 and 
Jqt’, t) = qll JF Ili.Ot;t, + II JB lli.o~;t, 
+ II ~:,,,~~$‘ll;.o,;,. + G s,: II 4C.s tIl%4~ 
Since R’ < co, we can divide the interval [0, T] into subintervals [to, tJ,..., 
[tgml , t.] (see (5.24)) to obtain 
II u, l/&?~.2R'.ot,+,;t, < GG)" c2 (6.11) 
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for each p = 0, I,..., s - 1, where 0 < z < min(t, X/3} and such that (6.3) 
is valid whenever t = tl ,..., t,-, . Combining (6.10) and (6.11) we get 
for almost all t E [to , tl]. We show now that 
(1 - 2~)~ j-, I Z(x, t)12 kc + (1 - Wh-7U - 6411 Z, lI;,o, 
G II Zo II&a + W, 3 t) + Kc II Z II;.o, (6.13) 
is valid for almost all t E [t,, , th] whenever 1 < h < s. Since (6.12) shows the 
validity of (6.13) when h = 1, we suppose (6.13) to be true for h = p, 
1 <p < s - 1, and show that (6.13) holds for h =p + 1. We note first 
that (6.3) remains valid if Qt is replaced by Qtit, , St by S,;,9 , and so I Z,, 1s dx 
by .fn I Z(x, &)I” dx. Th en, using estimates (6.4) through (6.9) with the 
integration domains changed appropriately, we get (6.10) with Qt replaced 
by Qt;t, 9 0 by 1, , and II Zs II& by Jo I Z(x, &)I2 dx. Now applying (6.11) to 
this we get 
(1 - 24 s, I -S t>12 dx + (a - 6411 Zti Il;.o, 
G s a 1 -W, t,)12 dx + P - WI Zn /I:.cI~, + % 3 4 + K II Zll~,q;~~ (6.14) 
for almost all t E [t P, t,+J. Multiplying (6.14) by (1 - 22)p and using (6.13) 
with h = p and t = t, to estimate the right-hand side of (6.14), we obtain 
(1 - Wp+l s, I Z(x, t>12 dx + (1 - W’(2J - 64/I Z, Il;,o, 
G II 41 Ilka + J% 3 &J + 4 II Z II;.Q~, 
+ (1 - WW, , t> + Kc II ZII:.O~;J (6.15) 
for almost all t E [t p , t,+J. However, since E(t’, t) = E(t’, t”) + E(t”, t) 
and (1 - 2~)p < 1, we have 
(1 - W’+l j-, I Z(x> t)12 dx + (1 - W’(U - 6411 Za Ili.o, 
G II Z, Ilh + Wo > t) + K II -Vli,,~ (6.16) 
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for almost all t E [t, , te+J. But (6.16) is clearly valid a.e. on [t,, , t,+J since 
0 < 1 - 2~ < 1 and by the induction hypothesis (6.13) is valid when 
h = p. Therefore, (6.13) is valid whenever 1 < h < s. In particular, omitting 
the derivatives in (6.13) and integrating from 0 to t (with h = s) yields 
II Z/I 22.0~ < T(l - Ws[ll Z, lli,n + EUh 01 + (1 - WK L’ll ZII:,,, dt 
(6.17) 
for each t E [0, T]. The continuity of Ij 2 II:, 0f in t and Gronwall’s inequality 
imply 
II z II 22.0, G TC, exp(KWll -5, ll~.~ + EP, T)], 
where C, = (1 - 2~)~. 
In (6.13), put h = s and substitute (6.18) to get 
(1 - 2.)‘~o 1 Z(x, t)12 dx + (1 - 2+-‘(2h - 64 Z, l&o, 
G [l + K,W” exrWJ2I1N ZI 11,“~ + JW, TII 
for almost all t E [0, T]. Observe that 
qo, q G •IJ~ll ;*L+ + I@ lli.0~ + J,!! II AC KQ, 
+ kK2 I S 12’aT4’311 4 II:,s,l, 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
where II un Ii. or -. < iVl, k = dimension of U, and K is from (6.8). Equation 
(6.1) now follows from (6.19), with 
K, z [(1 - 2~)~ (min{l - 2~, 2X - 6c})-l (1 + TC,K, exp(K,CJ)) 
x max{l, ~-l&f, E-I, 6-l kK2 j S /2W4/3}]1/2, (6.21) 
and the proof is complete. 
7. APPLICATION 
We shall discuss our problem with respect to Darcy’s law only, even 
though similar considerations could be developed with respect to Fick’s laws 
and/or Fourier’s law. Indeed, simultaneous operation of two or even all 
three of these laws could be considered. Since Fourier’s law will not be 
considered here, temperature will be constant throughout our discussion. 
We shall present an exposition of the physical meaning of the postulational 
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setting in which we have proved existence, uniqueness, and stability of the 
solution of (1.1) through (1.3). 
We shall begin with some remarks on auxiliary physical relationships. 
We simplify (0.1) to the case of a single compressible fluid in 
a(+PYat = ww K44Pm41~ (7.1) 
where $ is the porosity (fluid capacity) and K is the permeability (fluid 
conductivity) of the medium J2, while p is the density, and t.~ is the viscosity 
of the fluid flowing at the pressure P. We observe that p and TV are simply 
functions of P (at constant temperature) while + and K may depend on X, t, 
and P as suggested in (0.2). 
We ignore the possible dependence of $ on P to obtain 
%PP)lax = wP/~www + PWlW (7.2) 
where we assume the existence of a differentiable equation of state giving p 
in terms of P. Thus, (7.1) becomes 
(7.3) 
which we identify with (1.1) by means of (K = n = 1) 
u1 = $PP, B,1 = -($p) $2) C;; . (7.4) 
ASSUMPTION 7.1. + and K are continuous mups of (x, t) ~0 x El+ into 
El such that +/K has a positive injimum and a Jinite supremum and such that the 
spatial gradient of In + is continuous with a bounded range. 
When the space dimension it exceeds unity below, our scalar permeability 
K will multiply a permeability tensor K to be discussed then. 
ASSUMPTION 7.2. Fluid density p and fluid viscosity p are continuous maps 
ofPEElintoE,. Moreover, the kinematic viscosity v = p/p and the derivative 
dp/dP are continuous functions such that each has a positive infimum and a 
jinite supremum. 
The above assumptions are sufficient to imply the validity of (2.1), (2.2), 
and (2.4) with respect to (7.3) and (7.4). Since very large pressures, e.g. 
10,000 atmospheres, are not really expected, Assumption 7.2 may be inter- 
preted as a mathematically convenient rule for extrapolation. On the other 
hand, we observe that if one were to represent Ci: so that it could be negative, 
then (7.3) would be analogous to a backward-in-time heat equation even at 
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ordinary realistic pressures. Our assumptions specifically exclude this 
situation. 
Equation (7.1) may be generalized through increases of either n, k or both 
n and k. We shall discuss each in turn. 
We include gravity as (7.1) becomes (n > 1, k = 1) 
where the depth D appears in the spatial gradient of potential given by 
V@ = VP - pgVD = (l/+)(dP/dp) [V($p) - pV$] - pgVD. (7.6) 
AMJMPTION 7.3. K is a bounded n x n matrix valued continuous function 
for (x, t) ~0 x El+ such that its symmetricpart, with components (Kdm + K,,)/2, 
has eigenvalues unqormly lying in a fixed interval [A, ji] of the positive reals. 
Remurk. Since the product KK is really a permeability tensor, perhaps it 
should be noted that both K and K appear in (7.5) in order to separate 
Assumptions 7.1 and 7.3. 
Use (7.6) to identify (7.5) with (1.1) by means of 
u1 = #PP, C"" = --e-K 
Kf3 dP 
l1 (b p dp Irn 
and 
(7.7) 
Thus, Assumptions 7.1 through 7.3 imply Assumption 2.1 with respect to 
(7.5). Observe that the inclusion of gravity yields a term rather similar to 
that caused by the spatial variation of the porosity 9. 
Recall that we implicitly identified “chemical species” and “phase” in the 
‘immiscible flow case in (0.1). If our fluids are oil and water, then k = 2 
and (0.1) can be written as 
(7.9) 
where no summations are understood to occur; where K. and IC* are fractions 
of K expressing the competition of the oil and water phases for the available 
flow paths while the saturations S, and S, express similar competition for 
the available pore volume; and where densities, viscosities, and pressures are 
denoted by natural extension of the notation in (7.1). Elementary auxiliary 
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relations are given by filling the pore volume with fluids as implied by 
so + s, E 1 (7.10) 
and defining a capillary pressure PC by 
PC = PO - P, (7.11) 
ASSUMPTION 7.4. The capillary pressure PC and the relative permeabilities 
K,/K and K,/K are diffeentiable fun&ms of S, E (0, 1). Moreover, SW’ 2 
dS,JdP, exists and has a negative maximum; K,/K is monotone decreasing, 
bounded and nonnegative; and K,/K is monotone increasing, bounded and non- 
negative. Finally, KJK and K,/K approach zero or unity as their respective phase 
saturations SO and S, approach zero or unity. 
Remark. Although the sum of K,/K and K,/K is usually rather less than 
unity for S, E (0, 1) and probably should not exceed unity, no requirement 
is made here. 
Let Assumption 7.2 apply to each fluid in (7.9) and adopt Assumptions 7.1 
and 7.4. Let pO’ = dp,/dP, and let pw’ = dpw/dPw . Use (7.10) and (7.11) to 
write the Jacobian matrix 
44 
( 
8~0’ - S,‘P, S’ WPO 
--SF= S’ WPW S WPW - s * Pa’P d
(7.12) 
Since S,’ is negative, (7.10) implies that at least one of the inequalities in 
and 
I SOP,’ - SW’PO I = SOP, - &‘Po 3 --s,‘P, = I S,‘P, I (7.13) 
I &JP,’ - SW’P, I = XDP,’ - &‘P, 2 -Sw’P, = I SW’P, I (7.14) 
i3 strict, and d(pS)/dP is invertible. Thus, 
(7.15) 
an analogy for (0.2), can be solved for aP/ax, and (7.9) becomes 
$;(+H$) =+&[~-(jg) u]), (7.16) 
where H is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries (po~J/(q5po) and 
(pUIKW)/(&,). Of course, we identify (7.16) with (1.1) through 
C,lt= (H& ij 1 and (7.17) 
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with i = 1 and i = 2 corresponding to oil and water, respectively. It is 
convenient to consider 
Although both C-l and its symmetric part have a positive trace just as 
d(pS)/dP did, (2.1) is valid if and only if the symmetric part of C-i has a 
positive determinant. 
ASSUMPTION 7.5. (Consistency of Correlations). Let Assumption 7.2 be 
applied to each juid in (7.9) and let Assumptions 7.1 and 7.4 apply. Then, the 
correlations dejining pO , pu , p,, , pw , K/K~ , K/K~ , and SW are such that the 
symmetric part of the matrix in (7.18) has a positive determinant. 
Remark. These correlations are not easily obtained in practice, and there 
is a tendency to take them from the literature wherever they may be found. 
If Assumption 7.5 were not valid in a special case, then some linear combina- 
tion of &,SO and $pp,Sw would locally satisfy a backward-in-time heat 
equation. 
Of course, Assumption 7.5 implies Assumption 2.1 with respect to (7.9). 
Thus, it may be well to study our Assumption 7.5 in more detail. Let 6 
denote the determinant of the symmetric part of C-l in (7.18). Then 
(7.19) 
Let B. = (v~K)/(P~K~), let Bw = (v~K)/(P~K~), write (7.19) in the form 
and observe that 6 is positive if tYW = 8, . Since the monotonicity requirements 
on relative permeabilities imply the latter for some interior value of SW, 
Assumption 7.5 appears rather reasonable. 
Compositional fluid flow [5] involves one differential equation per chemical 
species rather than one per phase. If y phases are composed of k species, 
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we let Aai denote the mass of type i (i = I,2 ,..., K) in phase OL (CX = 1,2 ,..., r) 
per unit mass in phase 01. Set 
Ui E +A,ip,S, , (7.21) 
where the implied summation on 01 involves Ami, the phase density pm , and 
the phase saturation S, . Although we shall not present all of the complex 
relations [7, 81 needed for a full analysis of (7.21), we do observe that 
;A;=iS,=, 
i=l a=1 
(7.22) 
is a generalization of the ideas given in (7.10). We combine the concepts in . , 
(7.5) and (7.9) to write the differential system 
fl = (A,iv,-ltc,Klm@~m),l , 
where the definition in (7.6) becomes 
Let V = U”/C$ in (7.21) and note that 
unl = b,mV + WJn and Pa,, = W’/~VV,& 
imply 
P a,m = www/~) [Vm - 4.mwY *
Thus, we set 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
(7.27) 
Although we are unaware that this case has been studied even to the extent 
of the discussion following Assumption 7.5, we shall not discuss this case 
in detail here. 
We observe that degenerate cases have been avoided throughout our 
discussions even though some are of practical importance [4]. 
We have discussed applications with the tacit assumption that our solution 
U always lies in Ek+ even though we have not given sufficient conditions for 
this to be so. Also, our discussion has emphasized the bounds needed for 
Assumption 2.1 at the expense of the Lipschitz conditions needed for 
Assumption 2.2. Since the correlations mentioned in Assumption 7.5 are 
based on interpolation of rather sparse data, we do not regard the latter as a 
serious problem. We remark that typical graphs of interpolated quantities 
such as K/K~ and p,, display the monotonicity properties in our assumptions 
[2, 5, 8, 13, 141, these graphs are local sketches, and we know of no theoretical 
work involving global extrapolations. 
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